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By the Bugle's roving reporter, Der
Floss Spode. (Light travels faster
than sound. That's why many people
appear bright until you hear them
speak.)
Goings on in Rico. Not much. It's
winter, after all. Dr. Jake Boyer and
wife Michelle are back in Alaska
working 14 hour days fixing teeth for
impoverished natives. In the
meanwhile, Their house has been under
both construction and destruction –
not much left of the original
building. I'm not at all sure that
was the original plan.

Things are quiet around here so I
decided to visit another “Rico,” this
one in Pennsylvania. Passing through
Indiana I spied this sign:

I did not stop. But sometime later,
in Ohio, I did stop here:

It just felt like the right thing to
do. Ohioans are funny people. I ought
to know. I once lived among them.
Entering Pennsylvania, I passed
through Nanty-Glo, Shinglehouse and
Dry Tavern. The map said Rico was
near Upper Two Lick (No, I am not
making these town names up!). At Leak
Run I stopped for petrol:

Finally I stopped for directions
(Yes!) at Slickville. “Rico,
Pennsylvania,” I was instructed by a
Amish man in a fire-black souped up
carriage, “was now just a field, a
mile off any road near the Brush
Valley Cemetery.” It had been famous
once, he opined, but he didn't know
why. I gave up the search and headed
back towards Colorado. 
People keep bugging me about skiing.
Let me explain.  It was my first time
out. Arriving at the site, I was to
be the fourth one down. One by one my
friends skied down the slope without
incident, only to fall at the bottom.
Determined to best them, I took off –
and did NOT fall. Instead I skied
onwards -- onto a pond, falling
through the ice! Not an auspicious
beginning!
I have skied several times since. It
is OK, even fun. But memories of that
first outing still incent me to get
by the fire and slurp hot chocolate!
Spode


